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A representation of the International Coastal Atlas Network coastal erosion concept scheme, served on 
NVS2.0. Arrows indicate “narrower” relationships
Ongoing development work is aimed at producing a SPARQL interface to 
the knowledge served by NVS2.0. This aliases SPARQL queries to SQL 
queries on the underlying relational database system through a web 
interface
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The NERC Vocabulary Server (NVS) has been used to publish controlled 
vocabularies of terms relevant to the marine environmental sciences domain 
since 2006 (version 0) with version 1 being introduced in 2007. It has been used 
for
?metadata mark-up with veri?able content
populating dynamic drop down lists
?semantic cross-walk between metadata schemata
so-called smart search
?and the semantic enablement of Open Geospatial Consortium Web 
   Processing Services
The NVS is based on the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) model 
and following a version change for SKOS in 2009 there was a desire to upgrade 
the NVS to incorporate the changes in this standard. SKOS is based on the 
“concept”, which it de?nes as a “unit of thought”, that is an idea or notion such 
as “oil spill”. The latest version of SKOS introduces the ability to aggregate 
concepts in both collections and schemes.
The design of version 2 of the NVS (NVS2.0) uses both types of aggregation: 
schemes for the discovery of content through hierarchical thesauri and 
collections for the publication and addressing of content managed as controlled 
vocabularies.
Other desired changes  included:
• the removal of the potential for multiple Uniform Resource Names for the 
  same concept
• the addition of content and technical governance information
• the removal of XML snippets from concept de?nitions in order to correctly 
  validate XML serializations of the SKOS
• the addition of the ability to map into external knowledge organization 
  systems in order to extend the knowledge base
• support for multiple human languages to increase the user base of the 
  NVS
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NVS2.0 may be accessed through a ReSTful (URL) based  interface or through a 
SOAP WSDL . The methods available through the two interfaces are:
SKOS schemes allow the organisation of concepts into related themes, or 
facets. The high level entry points, or top concepts, of these facets can also be 
defined allowing a heirarchical web of knowledge to be constructed.
A simple example of a concept scheme served by NVS2.0 is shown to the right. 
NVS2.0 concept  schemes may be navigated in browser as an XSLT renders the 
SKOS XML as HTML.
1. http://vocab.nerc.ac.uk/
2. http://vocab.nerc.ac.uk/vocab2.wsdl
Method ReSTful SOAP
GetCollections Y Y
GetConceptCollection Y Y
GetConcept Y Y
GetSchemes Y Y
GetConceptScheme Y Y
GetRelatedConcepts Y
GetTopConcepts Y
SearchVocab Y
VerifyConcept Y
Facets and browsing
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